1. Epidemiological (WHO data: as of 6 April 2020)

- Lebanon: 541 cases, (PRs: 71, 35 recovered, 19 deaths) (local)*
- West Bank: 18 confirmed, 14 recovered, 2 deaths (local)*
- Jordan: 349 cases, (PRs: 01, 126 deceased, 6 deaths) (local)*
- Gaza: 13 cases, (PRs: 97, 6 deceased, 0 local deaths) (local)*

ALL COUNTRIES AT HIGH RISK: COVID-19 PANDEMIC (* MoH, * Not officially declared, ? under investigation & * finalized cases only)

2. UNRWA Fields of operations summary updates

Lebanon

Field (FO) and Area Office (AOF) staff telecommuting until 15 April, except for Halifax Mission and School staff. General direction remains closed until further notice. Relief and Social Services (RSS) offices are closed, with no home visits except in emergency cases. For the fifth day (out of 20 planned) families continued to receive their food baskets via the new house-to- house delivery model for food distribution. Daily sterilisation of Health Centres (HCs), sanitation offices, water wells, embassies and vehicles is ongoing. Microfinance has deferred installments for clients of the month of April. Home delivery of NCD medicines home delivery of essential medicines to the patients aged over 70 and/or with diabetes reached 3,497 patients until yesterday.

West Bank (WB)

Curfew imposed across the WB, including from East Jerusalem, except for emergencies. Movement restrictions remain in place. In WB, Movement in Ramallah is only allowed between 10 am to 5 pm, except for30% of this area that is completely closed. Movement is severely restricted for health, emergency staff and press. The PA will continue to minimize working hours and staff numbers at the Ministries, Banks, Post offices, Hospitals, Quds and all of its surrounding villages (85% of residents of these villages are not allowed to move in or out of their villages). The Movement emergency was extended for another month. All Governors in the North continue to carry out screening and testing of workers returning from Israel (about 15,000 daily home quarantine especially with the Passover (Pesach) festivities dates 15-16 April) approaching. Movement in Halhul, Sart HaYit, Yatta and Bani Na'aim is prohibited. The gates at the entrance of the Fawwar camp, closed by the IDF on Thursday remain closed. The total closure in Tulkarem camp and Qura village also persists.

Jordan

All ports still closed. The Health Minister said that the airport in Amman, the main port in the country, and the border crossing at Qasr al-Yahud were still closed. Movement in the Gaza Strip was suspended indefinitely. Water transport to the West Bank was suspended indefinitely. A daily curfew has been imposed on all citizens.

Lebanon

All borders are closed. The airport was opened today, but for this week, for returning Lebanese nationals (about 20,000) stuck in some countries, who are guarantied in hotels rented by the Ministry of Foreign Affairs. Pokemon Go is banned for the road on alternate days from Monday - Saturday, and no food delivery services are allowed on Sunday. All entry and exit points and borders are closed, except for the Qatanna border crossing with Israel. In coordination with MSF, LFO is preparing STC for the patients aged over 70 and/or with diabetes to be telephoned to brief them about the MOH decision and the need to stay at home. Almost all microfinance departments have moved to telework as possible isolation units for mild confirmed COVID-19 cases.

Cyper

Servicewall curfew in effect from 6 pm to 5 am. All ports are closed except for cargo trucks. Closure of all commercial activities until further notice, excluding foodstuff, pharmacies, hotels, and medical services. Government supplies ministry reduced work force. Movement is controlled to be on the road on alternate days from Monday - Saturday, and no deliveries are allowed on Sunday. All entry and exit points are closed, except for the Qatanna border crossing with Israel. In coordination with MSF, LFO is preparing STC for the patients aged over 70 and/or with diabetes to be telephoned to brief them about the MOH decision and the need to stay at home. Almost all microfinance departments have moved to telework as possible isolation units for mild confirmed COVID-19 cases.

Global situation (WHO)

- 1,247,258 cases, 69,213 deaths, 208,117 recoveries
- Jordan: 1,013 cases, 64 deaths
- Egypt: 1,173 cases, 78 deaths
- Iraq: 5,018 cases, 46 deaths

3. NEW: Due to increasing size of the content in this sitrep, it will come out with a new design & format very soon!